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We propose a method of computer-generated hologra-
phy (CGH) using incoherent light emitted from a mobile
phone screen. In this method, we suppose a cascade of
holograms in which the first hologram is a color image
displayed on the mobile phone screen. The hologram
cascade is synthesized by solving an inverse problem
with respect to the propagation of incoherent light. We
demonstrate three-dimensional color image reproduc-
tion using a two-layered hologram cascade composed of
an iPhone and a spatial light modulator. © 2023 Optica

Publishing Group
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Computer-generated holography (CGH) is a technique for4

synthesizing interference patterns in a computer to reproduce5

arbitrary optical fields. It has been studied for a long time in6

the field of optics and photonics [1]. Various applications of7

CGH have been proposed, such as laser processing and opti-8

cal tweezers [2–4]. Among them, three-dimensional displays9

are a promising application of CGH for interface tools on next-10

generation virtual/augmented displays [5–10].11

Most of the previous work on CGH has assumed spatially12

and temporally coherent light. This assumption is helpful in13

synthesizing holograms because numerical forward and back-14

ward propagations of coherent light can be calculated with a15

low computational cost using the fast Fourier transform [11].16

However, laser sources for obtaining coherent light raise several17

issues in three-dimensional displays. Coherent light is not only18

harmful to the human eye but also causes speckle noise and19

zeroth-order light [12–14]. In addition, laser sources increase the20

cost and complexity of the display systems.21

To address these issues, several studies have been conducted22

on holographic displays that utilize low-coherence light through23

techniques such as temporal multiplexing and the use of low-24

coherence light sources [15–20]. We recently demonstrated CGH25

using spatiotemporally incoherent light emitted from a white26

chip-on-board light-emitting diode, leveraging two spatial light27

modulators (SLMs) [21]. Nonetheless, employing two SLMs28

is impractical for real-world applications because of their high29

costs.30

In this study, we introduce a more cost-effective and less com-31

plex method for practically implementing incoherent CGH. We32

achieve this by using an ordinary display device—specifically, a33

mobile phone screen in our experimental demonstration—in con-34

junction with a single SLM. Furthermore, unlike SLMs operating35

in amplitude mode, which can only display grayscale images,36

mobile phone screens have the capability to display color im-37

ages. This capability enhances image reproduction performance38

in incoherent CGH.39

The proposed method uses K holograms to reproduce Z lay-40

ers of color images, as shown in Fig. 1. The ordinary screen41

device displays a color intensity image as the first hologram it,42

where t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T} is the index of T color channels. T is three,43

which corresponds blue, green, and red, in most cases. The SLMs44

located downstream of the screen device display monochromatic45

real images hk, where k is larger than 1. Here, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} is46

the index of K holograms, where the first hologram is the color47

intensity image it, and holograms hk from the second to Kth are48

of the amplitude-only or phase-only modulation type.49

The kth hologram is translated to the complex amplitude
field υk,l by the screen device or SLMs, depending on the wave-
length λl of the lth spectral channel, where l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L} is
the index of the L spectral channels, as follows:

υk,l =

{
Pl,t[it] (k = 1), (1)

Sk,l [hk] (k > 1). (2)

Pl,t denotes an operator translating the color intensity image on50

the screen device to the complex amplitude field. Sk,l denotes51

an operator translating the monochromatic real images for the52

SLMs to the complex amplitude field.53

The operator Pl,t for the first hologram on the screen device54

is expressed as55

Pl,t[it] =

(
T

∑
t=1

cdisp
l,t samp↑[it]

) 1
2

, (3)

where “samp↑” is an operator for upsampling a low-resolution
image to a high-resolution one for the propagation process and
cdisp

l,t indicates the light amplitude of the lth spectral channel
emitted from the tth color channel of the screen device. The
operator Sk,l for the holograms from the second to Kth on the
amplitude-modulation type or phase-modulation type SLMs is
written as

Sk,l [hk] =

{
samp↑[hk] (for k ∈ A), (4)

exp(jΛl samp↑[hk]) (for k ∈ P), (5)

where j is the imaginary unit, and Λl represents the spectral56

dispersion scaling factor, which is defined as Λl = λL/λl . A57
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Fig. 1. The forward and backward propagation processes
through a hologram cascade consisting of a color intensity
hologram on the screen device and monochrome amplitude-
only or phase-only holograms on the SLMs.

and P indicate sets of the indices of the amplitude-modulation58

type and phase-modulation type SLMs, respectively.59

The forward propagation of incoherent light passing through60

the kth hologram is expressed as61

wk+1,l,m = Dk,l [υk,lwk,l,m], (6)

where Dk,l is an operator that represents the propagation from62

the kth hologram to the k + 1th hologram, and wk,l,m is a com-63

plex amplitude field indicating the mth wavefront of the lth64

spectral channel just before the kth hologram. m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M}65

is the index of M wavefronts, as described in Fig. 1, where the66

incoherent light propagation is described with a set of random67

wavefronts [20].68

Wavefronts wK+1,l,m after passing through the holographic69

cascade propagate from the first layer to the zth layer in the70

observation space and are described as71

w 3D
z,l,m = D 3D

z,l [wK+1,l,m], (7)

where D 3D
z,l is an operator for the propagation from the first72

layer to the zth layer, and w 3D
z,l,m is a complex amplitude field73

representing the mth wavefront of the lth spectral channel at74

the zth layer. z ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Z} is the index of Z layers in the75

observation space. The color intensity image gz,u of the uth color76

channel at the zth layer is observed as77

gz,u =
1
M

L

∑
l=1

ccam
u,l

M

∑
m=1
|w 3D

z,l,m|
2, (8)

where ccam
u,l indicates the sensitivity of the lth spectral channel to78

the uth color channel on a color image sensor. u ∈ {1, 2, . . . , U}79

is the index of U color channels of the color image sensor, and U80

is three (blue, green, and red) in most cases.81

Our aim is to obtain i1, i2, · · · , iT and h2, h3, · · · , hK that bring
gz,u closest to the target color intensity images ĝz,u of the uth
color channel at the zth layer. Therefore, this inverse problem is
written as

arg min
i1,··· ,iT ,h2,··· ,hK

e (9)

e =
Z

∑
z=1

U

∑
u=1
∥gz,u − ĝz,u∥2

2 , (10)

where e is the cost function for synthesizing the holograms and82

∥ • ∥2 denotes the ℓ2 norm.83

The inverse problem of Eq. (9) is solved in the framework
of stochastic gradient descent based on the compressive prop-
agation [20]. The partial derivatives of the cost function e with
respect to it and hk are respectively written with the chain rule
as follows:

∂e
∂it

=
L

∑
l=1

∂υ1,l
∂it
· ∂e

∂υ1,l
, (11)

∂e
∂hk

=
L

∑
l=1

∂υk,l
∂hk
· ∂e

∂υk,l
(for k > 1). (12)

The partial derivative of the second term on the right side of84

Eqs. (11) and (12) is calculated as85

∂e
∂υk,l

=
4
M

Z

∑
z=1

M

∑
m=1

w∗k,l,mD
−1
k,l [υ

∗
k+1,lD

−1
k+1,l [· · · [υ

∗
K,lD

−1
K,l

[(D 3D
z,l )
−1[w 3D

z,l,m

U

∑
u=1

ccam
u,l (gz,u − ĝz,u)]]] · · · ]],

(13)

where D−1
k,l and (D 3D

z,l )
−1 are operators for the inverse propaga-86

tion of Dk,l and D 3D
z,l , respectively. The superscript ∗ denotes the87

complex conjugate.88

The partial derivative of the left side of Eq. (11) is written as89

∂e
∂it

=
L

∑
l=1

real

samp↓

 cdisp
l,t

2υ1,l

∂e
∂υ1,l

 , (14)

where “real” denotes the real part of the complex amplitude, and
“samp↓” is an operator for downsampling. The partial derivative
on the left side of Eq. (12) is calculated as the following two
cases depending on whether the kth hologram is the amplitude-
modulation or phase-modulation type:

∂e
∂hk

=


L

∑
l=1

real
[

samp↓

[
∂e

∂υk,l

]]
(for k ∈ A), (15)

L

∑
l=1

real
[

samp↓

[
−jΛlυ

∗
k,l

∂e
∂υk,l

]]
(for k ∈ P). (16)

The color intensity hologram it on the screen device and
monochrome amplitude-only or phase-only holograms on the
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Fig. 2. Experimental optical setup of FourierCGH. The first
color hologram was displayed on an iPhone 14 Pro, and
the second hologram was displayed on a reflective phase-
modulation type SLM. FTL: Fourier transform lens and HM:
half mirror. Note that the FTL was removed for FresnelCGH.

SLMs are updated by the following gradient descent process
based on the Adam optimizer [22]:

it ← it −Adam
[

∂e
∂it

]
, (17)

hk ← hk −Adam
[

∂e
∂hk

]
(for k > 1), (18)

where “Adam” is an operator for the Adam optimizer that cal-90

culates the updating step using the derivatives. The random91

wavefronts w1,l,m just before the first hologram randomly change92

in each iteration for the compressive propagation of incoherent93

light by stochastic gradient descent, as shown in Fig. 1 [20].94

In this study, we experimentally demonstrated the proposed95

method based on Fourier transform CGH and Fresnel propa-96

gation CGH, which are refereed to as FourierCGH and Fresnel-97

CGH, respectively. FourierCGH employed the Fourier transform98

lens (FTL) after the Kth hologram. An FTL has been used in CGH99

for enhancing the spatial resolution of the propagation space by100

means of the optical Fourier transform [11]. On the other hand,101

FresnelCGH does not use an FTL, and its optical setup is thus102

more compact than that of FourierCGH.103

The optical setup for the FourierCGH experiment is shown104

in Fig. 2. The setup was a two-layered hologram cascade, and so105

K = 2. The screen device was an iPhone (iPhone 14 Pro manufac-106

tured by Apple, pixel count: 2556× 1179, pixel pitch: 55.2 µm).107

Incoherent light with three color channels (T = 3) emitted108

from the iPhone was reflected by a phase-modulation type109

SLM (X13138 manufactured by Hamamatsu Photonics, pixel110

count: 1272× 1024, pixel pitch: 12.5 µm) located at a distance111

of 12 cm from the iPhone. The reflected light was Fourier trans-112

formed by the FTL with a focal length f of 15 cm. Different113

color images were reproduced at the focal plane of the FTL and114

1.5 cm away from the focal plane, then Z = 2, and these were115

observed with a color image sensor (U = 3, DFK38UX304 manu-116

factured by The Imaging Source, pixel count: 4096× 3000, pixel117

pitch: 3.45 µm).118

In the numerical propagation process, the number of spectral119

channels L was 3, and their wavelengths λl were set to λ1 =120

460 nm, λ2 = 535 nm, and λ3 = 625 nm. This condition was de-121

termined by measuring the spectrum of a white image displayed122

on the iPhone with a spectrometer (CCS100 manufactured by123

Thorlabs). The transform matrices between color and spectral124

channels cdisp
l,t and ccam

u,l were set to be identity matrices.125
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Fig. 3. Results of three-dimensional color image reproduction
of FourierCGH. (a) Color intensity hologram on the iPhone
and (b) phase-only hologram on the SLM, which is normalized
in the interval [−π, π]. Target color images of the (c) first and
(f) second layers. Numerical reproductions of the (d) first and
(g) second layers. Optical reproductions of the (e) first and
(h) second layers.

On the color intensity hologram it, the pixel pitch and the126

pixel count were set to 55.2 µm and 2242. On the phase-only127

hologram hK , the pixel pitch and the pixel count were set to128

12.5 µm and 1272× 1024. On the wavefronts wk,l,m propagat-129

ing through the holographic cascade, the pixel pitch d and the130

pixel count Q2 were set to 12 µm and 20482. In FourierCGH,131

the propagation operator DK,l after the Kth hologram was that132

for Fraunhofer diffraction, which corresponded to the Fourier133

transform, and the other propagation operators were those for134

Fresnel diffraction. Then, the pixel pitch of the observation space135

of FourierCGH was calculated as λl f /Qd [11]. To compensate136

the wavelength-dependent pixel pitch, each color channel of137

the target image was downsized by a factor of λ1/λl . All the138

holograms and the target images were set to the central regions139

on the layers. In the optimization process, the number of ran-140

dom wavefronts M was set to 20. The learning rate of the Adam141

optimizer was set to 0.1, and the other parameters were the same142

as those in the original work [22]. The number of iterations was143

1500.144

The numerical and experimental results of FourierCGH are145

shown in Fig. 3. We assumed the standard color images of pep-146

pers and mandrill for the target images on the first and second147

layers, as shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(f), respectively. The color148

intensity hologram and the phase-only hologram were synthe-149

sized as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). These holograms were150

displayed on the iPhone and the SLM. The numerical repro-151

ductions on the first and second layers are shown in Figs. 3(d)152

and 3(g), respectively. The number of random wavefronts was153
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Fig. 4. Results of three-dimensional color image reproduction
of FresnelCGH. (a) Color intensity hologram on the iPhone,
and (b) phase-only hologram on the SLM, which is normalized
in the interval [−π, π]. Target color images of the (c) first and
(f) second layers. Numerical reproductions of the (d) first and
(g) second layers. Optical reproductions of the (e) first and
(h) second layers.

set to 300 for the final reproduction. The peak signal-to-noise154

ratios (PSNRs) of the blue, green, and red channels between the155

target and reproduced images on the first layer were 21.0 dB,156

20.3 dB, and 20.4 dB, respectively. Those on the second layer157

were 17.6 dB, 18.0 dB, and 18.5 dB, respectively. The optical re-158

productions on the first and second layers are shown in Figs. 3(e)159

and 3(h), respectively, where speckle noise and zeroth-order160

light were not observable. Visualization 1 provides a continuous161

transition in optical reproduction from the first layer to the sec-162

ond layer. The pixel count of these optically reproduced images163

was 12502 on the image sensor. Those results show the promis-164

ing performance of three-dimensional color image reproduction165

with incoherent FourierCGH using the iPhone.166

The numerical and experimental results of FresnelCGH are167

shown in Fig. 4. The FTL in Fig. 2 was removed for Fresnel-168

CGH. The distance between the SLM in the holographic cascade169

and the first layer in the observation space was set to 15 cm.170

The other optical and optimization conditions were the same171

as those in FourierCGH. In FresnelCGH, all of the propagation172

operators corresponded to Fresnel diffraction. The target color173

images on the first and second layers are shown in Figs. 4(c)174

and 4(f), respectively, which were identical to those in Fouri-175

erCGH. The numerical reproductions on the first and second176

layers are shown in Figs. 4(d) and 4(g). The PSNRs of the blue,177

green, and red channels on the first layer were 18.9 dB, 18.9 dB,178

and 19.6 dB. Those on the second layer were 16.1 dB, 17.7 dB,179

and 18.0 dB. The optical reproductions on the first and second180

layers are shown in Figs. 4(e) and 4(h), respectively. Visualiza-181

tion 2 provides a continuous transition in optical reproduction182

from the first layer to the second layer. Those results showed183

that the reproduction performance of FresnelCGH was slightly184

worse than that of FourierCGH due to the improvement of the185

diffraction efficiency by the FTL. However, the optical setup of186

FresnelCGH is compact compared with that of FourierCGH.187

In summary, we proposed and demonstrated a CGH method188

utilizing incoherent light emitted from an ordinary screen device,189

like those integrated into widely available mobile phones. We190

modeled spatiotemporally incoherent light propagating through191

a holographic cascade, where the first hologram was the color192

intensity image on the screen device. Then, we synthesized the193

holographic cascade for three-dimensional color image repro-194

duction by using stochastic gradient descent based on compres-195

sive propagation. The performance of the proposed method196

was numerically and experimentally verified based on both197

FourierCGH and FresnelCGH using an iPhone and a phase-198

modulation type SLM. Our method simplifies optical setups for199

CGH and realizes a high holographic reproduction performance.200

Therefore, it is promising for visual interfaces in next-generation201

augmented/virtual reality.202
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